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The first problem was to determine the capability of a ground support

equipment (GSE) rack knee bracket for handling a spacelab rack. The

geometric center of gravity was calculated for the upper and lower part of

the rack and found to be in the center of gravity's allowable envelope

(Spacelab Payload Accommodation Handbook ,SPAH, Appendix B page B3-154) .

Using the corners of the center of gravity envelopes, free body diagrams

(FBD) were set up to represent each of the four cases. Moments about point

P are caused by the force at G and the weight of the upper and lower part

located at the respective centers of gravity (figures la-b). The greatest

moment would occur when the centers of gravity are located at point I for

the upper part and point 2 or 3 for the lower part (figure la). These

locations are at the greatest distance from point P thus causing the

greatest moment (figure Ib). Using basic static procedures and a safety

factor of 5, this case will give Rsy = Ry - 2944 ibs and Rz = 7500 ibs for

a maximum upper rack weight of 375 ibs and a maximum lower rack weight 1125

ibs. In the X-Z plane, the center of gravity may be 2 inches off center

(fiqure lc). This will give Ry max = 1614 ibs and Rz max = 4112 ibs.
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The second problem was to determine the exact margin of safety for an

axial load and a shear load on a bolt. The equation for failure is axial

load squared plus shear load cubed equal one. This gives a curve shaped

like the following:

a2 + v 3 = 1
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possible to solve.

With the performance level

located under the curve, the margin

of safety is the shortest distance

to the curve. The traditional

method for selecting a margin of

safety is the distance from the

performance level to the curve

located on a straight line through

the origin. This is a good enough

approximation of the margin of

safety except when the bolt is

close to failure. Example; close to

the curve (figure 2). The shortest

distance would always be the

minimum distance from the point of

performance level to the curve.

Using calculus to minimize

distance, a seventh degree equation

emerges. If specific points of

performance are known, it would be

Clearly, additional study is needed.

The third problem was to simplify an expression for stress on a

generic non-symmetrical bolt configuration to a form familiar to "bolt

people." This form is

Pb-- P_ + _Pext Ill

Where Pb is the total load, PLD is the initial bolt preload, _ is the

loading plane factor, _ is the stiffness factor,.and Pext is the external

load.

Pb = PLD + {Pext}

AD k_ kb

A D ka + (A + D) k b

B C k a

B +C
+

A D k a kb

A D k a + (A + D) k b

[2]

Using conditions given by the problem, this equation was algebraically

reduced to

(s + c) k_
Pb = PLD + {Pext} . B C " ka + kb

[3]

which is in the same form as equation [!].

paper by Henry Lee, MSFC.

This will be presented in a

The final problem was the structural analysis of the spacelab rack

corner posts. The minimum crippling strength of front and rear corner

posts (FCP and RCP) was calculated by two methods. The Gerard Method which

gives a single value and the Alcoa method which should give values at

specific points. The Gerard method equation is
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(TM-SEAD-85039Apage A.3-21) where Fcs is minimum crippling strength (ksi),

Fcy is the minimum allowable compressive yield stress (55 ibs for T73), and

E is the modulus of elasticity in compression (10.5 x 103 ksi) . The

allowable design stress is 0.9Fcs. The Alcoa equations are

I ](Fcy)_

Bp:re i + 7[';7t'J [5]

1

Bo ( BoD° 10-
[6]

S_

Cp = 0.409 D-- [7]
P

t
_ = 2.89 no free edge or 1.24 one free edge
D

[8]

[9]

_2E

I_ > cp; Fcs - lap)2 [I0]

(TM-SEAD-850039A page A.3-23 - a.3-24). These values have been calculated

for all rack posts and are ready for the test data correlation.

In order to get crippling values from test data, both axial loads and

moment values must be applied. The loads were applied as FPA at the center

of gravity, FM x on the y axis, and FMy on the x axis. F is the axial load,

M× is the moment in the x direction, My is the moment in the y direction,

and L is the distance from the center of gravity where FM× and FMy are

applied. Therefore,

M× = FMx (L) [ii]

My = FMy (L)

F = FPA(L) - My + M x

(SL-DEV-ED92-012 figure 3 page 10).

/12]

[13]

A sample test specimen of a FCP of actual flight hardware was used to

correlate measured strain gage data with calculated strain values. No

measurements were taken of the sample specimen. The strain values were

calculated using the following formulas and SPAH B3-195.18 for minimum FCP

gross cross section area, Ixo, lyo, and Ixoyo values. Axial stress is

F
G a = -- [14]

A
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where F is axial load and A is cross section area. Bending stress is

S X M,/

= (I×yX - IvY) +
_b ixIy _ ixy2 . ixIy _ Ixy 2 (IxX - I×yY) [i_]

(SPAH B3-195.12)

GTOT = Sa + _b [16]

__CT (1 -V 2 )
To convert stress to strain: £- Adjustments of 0.03 inch had

E

to be made in both the X o and Yo directions to get a good curve shape

between the test data and the theory. When the measurements from SPAH B3-

195.18 were used, the correlation on the i0,000 ib axial load was very

good, but the moment values were off. After a study of the FBD, it was

determined the moment was not equally applied aver the length of the

specimen as originally thought, but decayed in a triangular loading such

that the moment at the strain gage locations was approximate!y.57% of the

moment at the top. When this adjustment was made, the correlation between

experLment data and theory was excellent (figure 3). Another problem was
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figure 3

the correlation of data at two of

the channeis. After examining the

test specimen, it was discovered

that these two channels were next

to a bolt hole. This would cause

the stress to be concentrated at a

higher value (up to 35% more) at

that location (T_moshenko, Sir. of

Mat. Part Ii page 304). A 10%

adjustment in the theory values at

these two channels brought them in

line with the experimental data.

The testing will continue for some months mare. The plans are to

correlate the experimental data for the other test specimens using strain

gages with the theoretical calculations. The experimental data for

crippling values will then be compared with the theoretical crippling data.

The goal of the tests is to be able to predict with some accuracy the

crippling values of the rack posts.
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